Absfracf-We present the feasibility study of multiple alarm processing and diagnosis using neural networks. The back-propagation network (BPN) algorithm is applied to the training of multiple alarm patterns for the identification of faults in a reactor coolant pump (RCP) system. The general mapping capability of the neural network enables to identify a fault easily. A number of case studies are performed with emphasis on the applicability of the neural network to the pattern recognition of multiple alarms. Based on the case studies, the neural network can identify the cause of multiple alarms well, although untrained, incomplete/sensor-failed or time-varying alarm symptoms are given. Also, multiple faults are easily identified with a given alarm pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION RTIFICIAL neural networks (A"s) are biologi-
A cally inspired; that is, they are composed of elements that perform in a manner that is analogous to the most elementary functions of biological neuron [l] . They exhibit a surprising number of the brain's characteristics. For example, they learn from experience, generalize from previous examples to new ones, and abstract essential characteristics from inputs containing irrelevant data. They have been applied to many areas; character recognition [2] , text-to-speech conversion [3], natural language processing [4], image or data compression [5] , and combinatorial problems [6].
The incorporation of the A " s into the diagnostic domain may yield great benefits in terms of speed, robustness, and knowledge acquisition. Also, these are capable of operating with noisy, incomplete, and possibly erroneous input data. Especially among various advantages, the general mapping capability of pattern recognition improves the diagnostic performance of the networks.
Several application studies of the A " s on nuclear power plants (NPPs) have been carried out [7] - [9] . Uhrig has demonstrated the ability of neural networks technique Manuscript received May 7, 1992; revised August 31, 1992 . This work was supported by the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation (KOSEF). to identify the causes of perturbation in the steam generators of a NPP [7] . Roh et al. have proposed the applicability of thermal power prediction [9] . Also, the feasibility studies on the multiple alarm processing in electrical power systems have been reported in references [lo] and
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We introduce the feasibility study of neural network's application on the diagnosis of multiple alarms in NPPs. When a plant disturbance occurs, sensor outputs or instruments may trigger firing of multiple alarms and form a different alarm pattern that represents a different fault. The diagnosis of multiple alarms is approached from a pattern-matching perspective in that an input pattern is constructed from multiple alarm symptoms and that symptom pattern is matched to an appropriate output pattern that corresponds to the fault occurred.
The back-propagation network (BPN) algorithm [12] , [13] has been used to train multiple alarm patterns. This algorithm is a systematic method for training multilayer feedfonvard neural networks and has been widely applied to many areas.
In this work, the alarms related to a reactor coolant pump (RCP) system are chosen as a diagnostic domain. In the implemented network, an input layer consists of 12 alarm input nodes, a hidden layer consists of 8 nodes, and an output layer consists of 9-class fault identification nodes.
Comparative analysis of conventional alarm processing methods versus the neural network approach is presented in Section 11. Section 111 describes the basic concept of neural networks and the BPN training algorithm. Section IV describes the construction of the implemented network, and Section V describes results and discussions. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
[Ill.
MULTIPLE ALARM PROCESSING METHODS
NPPs tend to be not only large but also highly instrumented so that there is a large flow of information. A typical NPP may have around 2,000 alarms in a main control room in addition to the displays of analog data.
The Three Mile Island (TMI) accident in 1979 shows that aggravating factors were the large number of fired alarms [ 141. In one simulated loss-of-coolant accident 0018-9499/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE (LOCA), 500 lights went on or off within the first minute 1151.
Generally, alarms inform the operator the signals of failed system, the overall plant status, such as interlock action signals, and the operating conditions during plant startup, etc. Because of the functional relationships between alarms, a number of different alarms may be simultaneously or consecutively fired. The operator must attempt to identify failed equipment and instrument and to recognize a primary causal alarm against consequential alarms.
The purpose of multiple alarm processing is to give the operator the correct information and perception of the malfunction present in the plant. The operator's task of comprehending a malfunction in real time by quickly analyzing a set of multiple alarms can also viewed as a form of pattern recognition.
After the TMI accident, various alarm processing methods such as decision tables, fault trees, alarm trees [14], goal trees [16] , cause-consequence trees [17] and alarm transition tables [18] were proposed. Also, Corsberg has proposed the methods of rule-based deduction and object-oriented programming for alarm processing system [19] . However, these conventional methods are costly to develop, subject to error and difficult to modify; that is, knowledge acquisition process is quite tedious, often making the development of the system a lengthy process requiring considerable effort and time (about 10 man-years per plant for the construction of the alarm trees). The rule-based approaches [ 191, [20] require precise definition of the domain system configuration, as well as the rules to be used in the analyses. Also, if the system developed by the rule-based approach encounters a situation which is not covered by the implemented set of rules, it does not know what conclusion to draw.
However, multiple alarm processing using a neural network as a pattern classifier may have the following special features and promising capabilities: 1) ability to learn from actual plant and/or simulator results, without requiring explicit rules and extensive human efforts. 2) ability to function with slightly different inputs or noisy inputs (i.e., general mapping capability), and 3) ability to process the information of multiple alarms rapidly, although software neural networks are used rather than hardware neural boards.
The above features make the neural network approach more suited to the multiple alarm processing than the conventional approaches. The generation of alarm(s) due to a fault can be described as ci * A i ,
which means that fault ci generates the alarm pattern Ai.
The diagnostic task of multiple alarms can be considered as the inversion of the alarm generation:
where An is the incoming alarm pattern, which may be unknown, and c? is the pattern that indicates which fault is most likely to be occurred. Therefore, multiple alarm diagnosis using a neural network is to identify the fault associated with the trained alarm pattern which is most likely to the incoming alarm pattern.
BACK-PROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

A. Basic Concept of Neural Networks
A neural network consists of many processing elements (also called neurons or nodes) joined together to form as an appropriate network. Typically, the network's topology consists of three layers. The first layer consists of input nodes, which are connected to the nodes of a hidden layer. The hidden nodes are connected to the third layer, i.e., the output nodes of the neural network.
The input/output patterns are stored in the connection weights between the processing elements from layer to layer during the training process. The network is trained in accordance with a training rule which governs how the connection weights are adjusted in response to the training examples applied at the input nodes. In the recall process, the trained neural network accepts input signals presented at the input nodes and then produces responses at the output nodes.
Generally, the mapping relation of the input/output in a three-layer ( k X m X n ) feedforward neural network can be represented as vector notations. If I is a k dimensional column vector presented at the input nodes and H is an m dimensional column vector representing the resulting activation of the hidden layer, then
Where Whi is an m X k weight matrix assigned to the connections between the input and hidden layer, and D , is an m X m diagonal matrix operator with identical sigmoid functional elements a(.) as This function has the ability to produce continuous nonlinear threshold functions and transforms inputs between + m and -m into real numbers between 0 and 1.
In a similar manner, the n dimensional column vector for the output layer can be represented as
where D , is an n X n diagonal matrix operator with identical sigmoid functional elements as in (41, and WO, is an n x m weight matrix of the connections between the hidden and output layers. From the (51, the calculations of the output of the neural network involve only two weight matrix multiplications and two applications of the diago-nal matrix operators. Therefore, the use of neural net-
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works requires little computational overhead.
B. Back-propagation Training Algorithm
XI
Amongst several network architectures and training
algorithms proposed, most commonly used for applications is the BPN training algorithm [12] , [13] . This algorithm adopts a training rule called the generalized delta rule (GDR), which follows an iterative gradient descent n q = x .; x&" + e ; , : " ' =-algorithm designed to minimize the overall mean square I + exp c,lC,a\ error E given by where M and N denote the number of training sample patterns presented to the input layer and the number of output units, respectively. 0;"' represents the desired value of the nth output unit given the mth input pattern, while 0;"' is the actual output of the same unit. Fig. 1 shows a typical processing element used in the BPN algorithm, which possesses a number of inputs to produce an output. The node sums the product of the inputs and the connection weights from the nodes of the L -1st layer and then limits it by a nonlinear threshold function. The net input to the jth node in the Lth layer is given by (7) where is the connection weight between the node i in the L -1st layer and the node j in the Lth layer, xiL-') is the output of the node i in the L -1st layer, and is the bias associated with the node j in the Lth layer. Using the (4) and (71, the output of the node j in the Lth layer is given by
The weight and bias updates are calculated by using (10) respectively. Where m denotes mth presentation step, and q and (Y denote the training rate and the momentum coefficient, respectively. By introducing the momentum term, training speed can be increased without oscillation. The error signal at the jth node in the Lth layer is determined as follows. If the Lth layer is the output layer: (11) is the desired output of the node J in the output layer.
Using this algorithm, the neural network is trained by initially selecting small random weights and biases and then presenting all training patterns repeatedly. Weights and biases are adjusted after every presentation step, by propagating error signals from nodes in the output layer to nodes in the hidden and input layer. The algorithm first uses the input pattern to produce its own output and then compares this with the desired output. If the error E in (6) between the desired and actual outputs is less than a specific minimum value, training can be terminated.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF TRAINING NETWORK
As shown in Fig. 2 , an RCP system at the Kori-2 NPP was employed for the target domain of the multiple alarm diagnosis. Training data were acquired from the alarm cause-consequence diagram as shown in Fig. 3 , where total 9 major faults are related to 12 alarms. The descriptions of the faults and the alarms are listed in Table I and 11, respectively. It can be seen from the Fig. 3 that the possible alarm sets caused by c , fault can be arranged as {al}, {al, u J , {a,, a 3 , ad}, {al, a3, 4, etc. In this way, total 41 possible alarm sets corresponding to each fault were derived from this figure.
In Table 111 , the fault behavior of alarms can be transformed into an alarm data template. This template is obtained by putting the data for each fault into an alarm input vector as (13) where, A , column vector can be considered to characterize fault c , , and 1/, takes one of the values 0 and 1; both indicate the on and off states of the a, alarm, respectively. The 41 input/output pairs of sample patterns listed in Table IV can be easily implemented from the 41 possible alarm sets by encoding 1's for present alarms (on state) and 0's for absent alarms (off state). Each training pair in this table consists of 12 input bits pertinent to alarm symptoms and 9 output bits for fault identification. In the implemented network, an input layer consists of 12 alarm input nodes, a hidden layer consists of 8 nodes, and an output layer consists of 9 fault identification nodes, as shown in Fig. 4 . This network represents the mapping from an alarm symptom space to a fault space. A special processing element, i.e., a bias neuron (with a value of constant +l), is attached to all of the nodes in the hidden layer, and to all of the output nodes. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Training the Neural Network
The training process of the neural network is shown in Fig. 5 . During the training, an alarm input vector corresponding to a particular fault is fed into the input nodes, and the desired output pattern corresponding to the fault is applied to the output nodes. The BPN algorithm is then invoked to adjust the weights to be consistent with the imposed input vector and desired output patterns. The weights are readjusted to accommodate the new input vector. The training process is repeated until the overall mean square error E in (6) is less than a specific mini- , a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a , a , a, a,, a, mum value. In this work, the minimum value was set to 0.0001 to achieve adequate network performance.
The training was performed on a SUN-4/75 (rated at 28.5 MIPS) workstation using C language. The weights and biases were randomly assigned at initial stage from -0.1 to +0.1, and then adapted after every training cycle using the (9) and (lo), respectively. The training rate 77 and the momentum coefficient a were set to 0.7 and 0.9, respectively, because training with these values shows acceptable network performance. In Table V , 5,875 training cycles (training time: 43 min) were required to get a mean square error of the 0.0001. At initial cycles, the convergence rate was rapidly, but as the number of cycles increased, the rate was slowly decreased.
Generally, the time required to training depends on the structure of a network and the number of training sam- ples used. However, the similarity of input representations in the training samples has the most significant effect on the training time. If two input vector representations are nearly equivalent, but are required to activate different output nodes, the training time can be excessive. The alarm data template trained at this work contains a large numbers (more than 20 patterns) of similar input patterns which are required to activate different output nodes (i.e., for the c1 and the c2 faults). Therefore, the training time was somewhat long although the number of the sample patterns is small. Once the implemented network was fully trained, the fault identification knowledge is distributed over the multilayered network in such a way that a pattern of weighted interconnections constitutes an implicit specification of the decision criteria of fault identification. In Table VI 
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Bias mum 1 2 r l p r " i n p l t p " the final recall output patterns for the trained input patterns are listed. In this table, the output activations are real numbers between 0 and 1. These patterns are closely similar to the desired output patterns, previously listed in Table IV .
B. Sensitivily Studies of Training Conditions
We have tested the convergence rates of several training processes that are at different training conditions.
I ) Training rate:
The convergence rate as a function of the training rate is illustrated in Fig. gal . Generally, the larger the training rate, the larger the weight changes, and therefore the faster the training. However, large training rate often leads to oscillation of weight changes and the training is never completed or the algorithm converges to a solution that is not optimum. It can be seen from the figure that at above 0.85, the error decreases relatively slowly and remains nearly constant. Therefore, the optimum training rate is 0.7.
2) Momentum cmficient: The momentum term determines the proportion of the last weight change that is added into the new weight change, as in the (9) and (10). As shown in Fig. gb) , as the momentum coefficient increases, the convergence rate also increases. In the case of 0.9, the convergence rate is very fast.
3) Layer number: As shown in Fig. gc) , the conver- gence rates of the 4-layered (12 X 8 X 8 x 9) and the 5-layered (12 x 8 X 8 X 8 X 9) networks are less than that of the 3-layered (12 X 8 X 9) network. Also, the time to achieve 1,OOO training cycles in both cases of the 4-layered and 5-layered networks is much longer than that of the 3-layered network.
4) Hidden node number:
The convergence rates as variations of node number in the hidden layer are plotted in Fig. Nd) . In this case, the optimum number is 8.
C. Case Studies of Recall Operation
After the network has been fully trained, the fault diagnosis is simply a matter of presenting an alarm input vector to the input nodes and comparing the activation values at the output nodes. In other words, a fault can be diagnosed when the output node pertinent to the fault is represented by a significantly high activation value (close to + 1) for a given input vector.
To prove the feasibility and viability of the neural networks, we have tested the recall operation for 5 cases;
(1) single alarm pattern, (2) untrained alarm pattern, (3) incomplete/sensor failed symptoms, (4) multiple fault identification, and (5) time-varying alarm patterns. The recall results for the first 4 cases are shown in Table VII. I) Single akrm pattem: In the case of a single alarm {a6}, the recall output pattem shows that the identified fault is c6 (volume control tank back pressure high), as would be expected from the alarm data template in Table  IV. 2) Untrained alarm pattem: In the case of the first untrained alarm pattern {a,, a4, a6, a,,}, the recall output pattern shows that the identified fault is c1 (seal injection filter blockage). Therefore, the neural network can identify the most closely related fault when the presented input pattem falls into classes for which the network has been trained. However, in the case of the second untrained alarm pattern {al, a4, a*, a,,}, because the novel input pattern falls outside the range of the trained input patterns and the network is forced to extrapolate, therefore the network fails to classify the novel input pattern as a known fault type. Actually, this case occurs rarely in the real system. Therefore, training of representative alarm patterns in Table IV may be sufficient to identify a fault in the actual system.
3) Incomplete / sensor-failed symptoms: The patterns of alarms may appear with "incomplete" or "noisy", possibly due to maintenance activities or sensor failure. For the case of the trained alarm set (a2, a 3 , a4, a 5 } related to the c2 (charging pump failure) fault, we recall using the revised input pattern ( a 2 , a4, a5}, assuming that the symptom for the a3 alarm is not available due to maintenance or this alarm fails to fire due to sensor failure. Although the corrupted input is applied, the recall output pattern shows that the identified fault is same as the c2. Like this example, when there are missing or sensor-failed alarm data, and if such data do not result in an alarm pattern identical to one associated with another fault category, the neural network can make right classification. This situation is similar to the human operator's behavior. In the other case, if we recall using the alarm set {a3}, instead of using the trained alarm set {a,, as} or {a2, aJ, assuming that the a , or a2 alarm fails to fire, then identified faults are two-classes; both c, and c2. This result is due to the fact that the on state of the a, or a2 alarm is a significant symptom to distinguish between the c, and the c2 faults. Because a neural network, in general, shows graceful degradation when the input alarm pattern is noisy or inaccurate, it is likely that the network can identify a fault, although the performance of the classifications may be somewhat degraded.
4) Multiple fault identification:
Because multiple faults are not independent of a single fault, we intend to show that the neural network trained to identify a single fault can also be used to identify simultaneous multiple faults. For the symptom of an untrained input pattern {a4,a8}, the recall output pattern shows that the identified faults and c7 (No. 2 seal damaged). As previously listed in Table  IV , the trained alarm patterns for the c3 and c, faults are (a4) and (a8}, respectively. The alarm patterns for these two faults are independent with each other. However, when the trained alarm patterns are not independent with each other, the network may sometimes fail to identify multiple faults. For example, in the second case, the 
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Step for the c7 fault are not independent with each other. To overcome this problem, training of another training set, in which the desired output indicates the multiple faults c6 and c7, can be possible to identify multiple faults. 5) Time-varying alarm pattems: Because of the time delay effect for alarm propagation, some alarms may be fired sequentially in time. In addition, some alarm signals may oscillate in time about the alarm limit. Therefore, the capability to diagnose the dynamic alarm patterns is one of the significant factors for the feasibility and viability of the neural networks. In order to demonstrate the neural network's capability to diagnose time-dependent fault behavior, we recall six time-ordered input patterns sequentially in the {a, }, {a,, {a,, ala, a,,) , {a,, a,,}, {a9, a,,, a,,, a,*) and {a,,, a,,, a,J order, assuming that these six alarm patterns are consecutively fired due to the initiation of c, (insufficient component cooling water flow to RCP) fault. The recall results for the six alarm patterns are listed in Table VIII . In this table, the a, and a,, alarm signals oscillate with the time steps. The identified faults at all of the six time steps are same as the c8. Among the six time-step input patterns, the {U,}, {a9, a,& and ( a 9 , a,,) patterns are already trained patterns, while the rest of the patterns are untrained patterns which fall into the c, class. From the above results, the neural network also can diagnose the time-dependent fault behavior.
In this work, the trained alarm patterns, previously listed in Table IV have been constructed based on the general alarm propagation events frequently occurred in the actual system. Therefore, these alarm patterns represent actual alarm patterns, although the number of possible alarm pattems for the 12 system alarms is theoretically up to 4,095 (i.e., 2,' -1, 1 denotes no alarm case.). In fact, other alarm patterns may be possible due to sensor failures, multiple faults or dynamic system behavior. Although these untrained alarm patterns are given, the neural network's general mapping capability enables to identify a fault properly. However, when a new alarm pattern is deviated far from the regions of the trained alarm pattern space, serious problems may occur due to excessive extrapolation errors. For better performance, large numbers of the training data that cover a wide range of representative alarm patterns are required to assure adequate network performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the feasibility study of the multiple alarm processing and diagnosis using the BPN paradigm. The neural network approach has more powerful advantages (e.g., short knowledge acquisition time, low development cost, fast running time, robustness to noisy alarm signals, and general mapping capability) over the conventional alarm processing methods.
Suitability of the neural network for the multiple alarm diagnosis in NPPs is demonstrated with the help of the case studies. The results show that once the network has been fully trained with various alarm patterns, it can identify a fault well. Although untrained or incomplete/sensor-failed alarm patterns are given, the network can diagnose a fault properly. In addition, multiple faults can be easily diagnosed using a given alarm pattern. The network also has some capability to identify the time-varying fault behavior.
In conclusion, the neural network approaches are most appropriate for pattern recognition problems in environments where plant actual data are abundant and noisy. Moreover, the neural network based systems can run very fast if hardware implementations are becoming available. This makes the systems, especially well suited for real-time applications such as alarm processing and fault diagnosis in NPPs.
